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Bloomsbury Acquires Two Book Projects by Alan
Moore
Watchmen and V for Vendetta writer lands six-
figure deal for fantasy quintet Long London and
short story collection ...
10 Exceptional Horror Video Games That
Deserve A Comeback
Home Entertainment has confirmed that the
upcoming animated film Batman: The Killing
Joke has officially been rated R by the MPAA.
Sam Register, president of Warner Bros ...

Alan Moore
We know Batman from the cowl ... and others -
definitely the more faithful - will either point to Alan
Moore's 1988 comic The Killing Joke, and argue that
that's the definitive origin story ...

10 Cool Secret Batman Easter Eggs You
May Not Have Spotted In The Movies
The Joker is one of the most celebrated
villains ever. These are all the nods,
references, and Easter eggs to his long and
evil legacy.
‘I’m bursting with fiction’: Alan
Moore announces five-volume fantasy
epic
Schizophrenia is not a ‘split
personality’!” 2. Alan Moore and
Batman: The Killing Joke. Moore
wrote the story that launched the
darker Batman character, but later

said: “It’s not saying ...
From Snowpiercer to Schmigadoon
and Beyond! Garfield Wilson Maps Out
a Future Worth Working Towards
was immersed in a madcap brew of
scenery-chewing villains and pun-
filled dialogue in the 1960s TV series
Batman and yet managed to portray
the caped crusader as both in on the
joke and properly ...
Batgirl Movie Release Date, Cast, And
Plot - What We Know So Far
The legend throughout the comics is that
Joker was created because he had one
bad day and snapped, the same way that
Batman was created. In the graphic novel
by Alan Moore, 'The Killing Joke ...
Christopher Nolan's The Dark Knight
Plummets Into Real-World Terror
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Find out what Alan Moore twist brings
Kara and a youn… The Killing Joke is one
of the more notable entries in Batman
comic book history, offering one of the
most sadistic versions of the Joker ...

Batman The Killing Joke Alan
Batman The Killing Joke Alan
The Killing Joke
The upcoming Batgirl movie
appears to finally be rising from
development hell. Here's what we
know so far about the film's release
date, cast, and plot.
The 26 Best Joker Easter Eggs Of All
Time
When the animator and TV producer
co-created Batman: The Animated
Series with Eric Radomski back in
1992, he and his team at Warner Bros.
offered a fresh take on an iconic
character, finding a balance ...
Alright, let's talk about the ending of
'Joker'
The Dark Knight doesn’t recreate this
origin, but the film does borrow elements
from Alan Moore and Brian Bolland’s
comic Batman: The Killing Joke (1988),
in which this industrial accident is ...
The Killing Joke
Bloomsbury has acquired two book
projects—a five-volume fantasy series and

a short story collection—from the
celebrated comics writer and novelist
Alan Moore. The two projects were
acquired by ...

Alan Moore’s “The Killing Joke” is
one of the most famous Batman
stories of all time. Its depiction of the
relationship between Batman and the
Joker has influenced many… Read
More ...
The Top 10: Artists begrudging the
creation that made them famous
DC Entertainment publisher shares
fun phone message made by the
longtime voice of Batman's biggest foe
in ... s seminal graphic novel Batman:
The Killing Joke is released on digital
platforms ...

Opinion: The Joker origins film is a
terrible idea
In an exclusive interview, multi-
talented actor Garfield Wilson
shares about the many roles he's
taken on, his life experiences, and
the work that still needs to be done.
batman the killing joke
We may earn a commission when you
click on or make purchases via links.
An iconic Batman TV show prop is the

flashing red phone Commissioner
Gordon use to contact Batman, which,
in retrospect ...
Adam West: I’m the Bright Knight
There's the obvious joke that Obscure
really ... Using a similar tactic as Alan
Wake in that light sources break down
enemies in order for you to deliver
the killing blow, Obscure's lighting ...
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